Renaissance News & Notes

The CTC IS Now in the ACLS’s
Humanities E-Book Project
by John Monfasani,
Executive Director
One of the great scholarly projects of our time is the Catalogus Translationum et Commentariorum: Mediaeval and Renaissance Latin Translations and
Commentaries, the first volume of which appeared in
1960. So it was with considerable joy that I received the
notice below. The great advantage of online access is, of
course, the ability to consult something whenever and wherever we want. Indeed, since the online version will be searchable, the CTC has become even more valuable. RSA members can purchase a discount subscription to Humanities EBook through the RSA website (www.rsa.org). Just click
the link “ACLS Humanities E-Book Subscription” in
the right hand column of the RSA’s opening screen and
then the subscription option at the bottom of the next page.
The RSA is one of twelve learned societies participating in
the ACLS’s Humanities E-Book project (see http://
www.humanitiesebook.org/societies.html). The official
announcement follows below.
The American Council of Learned Societies announces that ACLS Humanities E-Book (HEB)
will soon be hosting an electronic version of the
complete Catalogus Translationum et Commentariorum,
edited by Paul Oskar Kristeller, F. Edward Cranz,
and Virginia Brown and published by the Catholic
University of America Press. Volumes will be fulltext and reproduced exactly as published. Vols. 16 will be available some time in the spring or summer of 2008. Vols. 7 and 8 will be issued in electronic form thereafter. The entire collection will
be cross-searchable and accessed either through
general searches of HEB or as a discrete series.
This will allow scholars to use the CTC either as a
tool in itself or within the context of broader
searches of HEB’s collection. The electronic edition will also afford the scholarly community the
ongoing opportunity to suggest corrigenda and
addenda. The CTC will be included at no extra
charge to faculty, students or library patrons of
HEB subscribing institutions and to RSA members who have purchased access to the entire
HEB collection for the regular $30 annual fee.
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Hotel Information
The Renaissance Chicago Hotel
One West Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60601
Corner of State Street and Wacker Drive, overlooking the
Chicago River
Telephone: 312-372-7200
or 800-Hotels-1
Online Reservations at:
http://marriott.com/hotels/travel/chisr-renaissance-chicagohotel/?groupCode=rsarsaa&app=resvlink
Telephone reservations at:
1-800-468-3571.
Room Rate
Single or Double — $179.00 + tax
Room Share
Need to find someone to split the cost of a room? Go to the
room share module on the RSA website
(http://www.rsa.org/meetings/shareroom.php).

Call for Chairs
Every year the RSA creates panels out of the many isolated
papers that have been accepted for the annual conference.
These panels prove to be some of the most interesting and
stimulating of the meeting. We need, however, to find chairs
for them. If you wish to attend the conference and need an
official role and listing in the program in order to receive
funding from your institution, send the RSA office
(rsa@rsa.org) your professional status and your area of specialization. The program will be continually updated on the
website: www.rsa.org and if you search the program for Chair:
TBA, you will find the chair-less panels.

Papers Mailed to Chairs
To all those presenting at the RSA annual conference: please
email a copy of your c.v. and paper by March 10th, 2008 to
the chair of your panel. Email addresses can be found in the
RSA directory at www.rsa.org. Many thanks for your cooperation.
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